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------------------------------------------------------ ***-------------------------------------------------Abstract:- With the development of social networks, a large variety of approaches have been developed to deﬁne users’
personalities based on their social activities and language use habits. Particular approaches differ with regard to
different machine learning algorithms, data sources and feature sets. The goal of this paper is to investigate the
predictability of the personality traits of social media users based on different features and measures. We extract social
data and questionnaire, and focus on how to use the user text information to predict their personality characteristics. We
use the correlation analysis and principal component analysis to select the user information, and then use the multiple
regression model, the gray prediction model and the multitasking model to predict and analyze the results.
Keywords–Data Mining, Personality Prediction, Sentiment analysis, Social Media.
------------------------------------------------------ ***-------------------------------------------------I INTRODUCTION
The popularity of social networks makes people’s social
changes, making the exchange of people, communication and
cooperation between the changes. On the one hand, people
can use the network platform to contact friends, comment,
and discuss public topics and so on. On the other hand, the
role of social networks in daily life is increasing, and even to
a large extent affected the reconstruction of the network of
real social relations. At the same time, because the behavior
and status of social networks are easily recorded, acquired
and analyzed, social computing has become an important
research content in the ﬁeld of information technology and
computer. Because people’s behavior and personality are
closely linked, making personality prediction has a broad
academic value and business prospects.
Thus, the use of social networking to tap the user’s social
information has become the focus of attention of enterprises
and scholars. Personality is a high degree of generalization of
different individual characteristics of mankind, even in the
same environment, different people will show different
behavior, which comes from the different personality of each
person. Personality psychology is one of the branches of
psychology, mainly through people’s external behavior to
distinguish between people’s intrinsic characteristics, and to
study the relationship between them. Psychology usually use
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personality traits to deﬁne people’s personality, explain the
user’s behavior and preferences.
The organization of the paper is as follows section II gives
the related work and limitations and last section concludes
the paper with future work followed by references.
II.RELATED WORK
There is a growing number of research papers related to a
user’s behaviour in social networks that has recently attracted
more attention in the international research community.
Personality recognition is studied by two main disciplines:
computational linguistics and Social Network Analysis. From
the area of computational linguistics.
Pennebaker and King 1999 [2] wrote a pioneering work
dedicated to personality extraction from text. They examined
words in a variety of domains such as diaries, college writing
assignments and social psychology manuscripts to study
personality related features with linguistic cues. Their results
show that agreeable people tend to use more articles while
introverts and those low in conscientiousness use more words
signalling distinctions. Neurotics use more negative emotion
words.
Argamon et al. 2005 [3] classified neuroticism and
extraversion using linguistic features such as function words,
judgemental and appraisal expressions and modal verbs.
Their results revealed that neuroticism is related to the use of
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functional lexical features, for instance appraisal lexical
taxonomy, whereas the results for extraversion were less
clear. Other studies linked neuroticism to irrational beliefs or
poor coping efforts on well-being personality [4] oberlander
and Nowson 2006 classified the extraversion, stability,
agreeableness and conscientiousness of bloggers using the
Naive Bayes prediction model as a learning algorithm using
different sets of n-grams as features.
Mairesse et al. 2007 [5] examined correlations between the
Big 5 personality traits, using LIWC and RMC as feature
sets. While LIWC features included word classification such
as positive emotions or anger, RMC features included results
about word age of acquisition or word imageability.
In Social Network Analysis, personality recognition
extracted from network configuration and other extralinguistic cues has an even shorter history. The impact of a
user’s social interaction behaviour on personality was studied
by Gosling et al. [9].

III.OPEN ISSUES:Lot of work has been done in this field because of its
extensive usage and applications. In this section, some of the
approaches which have been implemented to achieve the
same purpose are mentioned. These works are majorly
differentiated by the algorithm for Personality Prediction
systems.
In existing work mostly used data mining algorithms and
worked on only text data.
IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM:We extract social data and questionnaire, and focus on how
to use the user text information to predict their personality
characteristics. We use the correlation analysis and principal
component analysis to select the user information, and then
use the multiple regression model, the prediction model and
the multitasking model to predict and analyse the results.

Fig 1. System Architecture
V CONCLUSION
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